
Recommendations for the rebuilding and development of infrastructure

Recommendations of civil society experts, provided in working groups at the National Council for the
Recovery of Ukraine

Recommendations of civil society regarding the actions of the government during the war in certain
sectors to achieve the victory of Ukraine. This is an operational recovery during hostilities.

- At the international level, constantly emphasize the need to unblock Ukrainian seaports in order
to restore the pre-war volumes of Ukrainian exports

- Sign an agreement with the EU on the liberalization of road transport, which will abolish the
need to determine quotas and issue permits for road freight transport to EU member states

- Give more power to the local level. Regional offices of transport companies (for example,
"Ukrzaliznytsia") have a better command of operational information and can respond to calls
faster and more flexibly

- To strengthen work with European transport companies, to convince them of the necessity and
profitability of expanding transportation, transshipment and storage capacities on their territory.
The reorientation of Ukraine's freight flows to the west is not a temporary phenomenon. In the
coming decades, Ukraine will need reliable and powerful corridors for transporting goods to
Europe.

- Expand and develop container transportation. This route was important even before the war,
especially in the context of supply chains from China to Europe, and is now gaining additional
importance during a shortage of rail handling capacity.

- Strengthen the commercial river fleet of Ukraine, repair and buy additional barges for the
Ukrainian Danube Shipping Company, which will allow it to develop trade on the Danube and
to the Black Sea ports of Romania.

- To increase the production capacity of the Kiliya Shipbuilding-Shiprepair Yard to improve the
operation of the Ukrainian Danube Shipping Company

- To increase the production capacity of wagon-building, wagon-repair and locomotive-repair
factories of Ukraine to ensure uninterrupted operation of the Ukrainian railway

- To ensure uninterrupted and reliable import of railway rails after the destruction of the only
producer of them in Ukraine - "Azovstal", to establish domestic production of broad-gauge
railway rails and rail fasteners.

- To optimize the operation of control points on the border of Ukraine with EU countries, to carry
out border, customs, veterinary and phytosanitary control at the stations together with the
European side, which will reduce the delay time of cargoes.

- Develop electric transport in Ukraine to reduce dependence on fossil fuel imports



Recommendations for the restoration of Ukraine after the end of the war. This is the stage of loss
assessment, development of project and estimate documentation, coordination with partners.

- Investigate the feasibility of building a narrow-gauge railway in Ukraine to the main logistics
centers of the country to improve connections with European countries

- Assess the damage caused to the aviation industry of Ukraine, develop a strategy for its
recovery with an assessment of the feasibility of restoring all regional airports that worked
before the war

- Assess the damage caused to the maritime industry of Ukraine, develop design and estimate
documentation for the restoration of seaports, repair of piers, demining, raising of sunken ships,
etc.

- Continue the development of electric transport in Ukraine, oblige gas stations to install charging
stations for electric cars, consider the possibility of introducing tax incentives for the purchase
of small and energy-efficient cars and electric cars

- Continue work on the development of transport facilities that are part of the European TEN-T
network, review the status of project implementation and the need for changes

- To assess the condition of the Kakhovsky canal lock on the Dnipro River and the possibility of
resuming river transport through the Dnipro

- When developing urban renewal projects, foresee the development of bicycle and personal
electric transport

- Review the transport hub model for Kyiv, change it towards a less centralized approach. The
hub model involves a large concentration of passengers and cargo in one place, which can be
dangerous in conditions of an aggressive neighbor and a constant threat of attack

- To restore the transport connection with the Ukrainian Crimea, to develop a strategy for the
development of the transport system of the peninsula and the restoration of its integration into
the transport system of Ukraine

Recommendations of civil society regarding the development of Ukraine in the strategic perspective
until 2030. This is a complete plan for the recovery of Ukraine, which involves structural changes.

- Continue the reform of "Ukrzaliznytsia" - its division into companies responsible for
infrastructure, equipment repair, passenger and freight transportation

- Continue the pilot project to introduce private locomotive traction on the railway, study the
results of the pilot project and allow private traction on the railway on a permanent basis

- Increase the attractiveness of seaports of Ukraine, review the policy of setting port fees. With a
constant military threat, seaports will remain very vulnerable. It is expected that insurance
companies will apply increased rates for work in Ukrainian ports. Therefore, Ukraine needs a
state policy aimed at establishing competitive port fees

- Take full advantage of the Agreement on Common Aviation Space signed with the EU, attract
European companies to work on the Ukrainian market, develop domestic air transportation



- Reduce the number of old cars in the Ukrainian vehicle fleet by establishing stricter rules for
registering cars with high mileage, controlling the circulation of unregistered cars, customs
clearance for imported cars and emission standards for already registered cars (decarbonization
of transport)

- Establish the production of railway carriages according to European standards, sign an
agreement with the EU on the admission of Ukrainian carriages to the railways of EU countries
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